Truly a world car for the masses, the Ford Focus is produced in many different versions in many different countries. Here in the USA, with the top selling American vehicles list in the last few years dominated by trucks and sport utility vehicles, the Focus is a runaway sales success. Its combination of good fuel mileage and sizable cargo space makes it a very practical car. Practical cars, however, aren’t always the most fun type of car to drive if you tend to lean that way. That’s where Ford engineers went to work and built in tight, neutral handling characteristics. The higher performing 170 horsepower version of the Focus four cylinder engine found in the SVT model transforms this practical car into a serious pocket rocket. It’s no wonder that so many into the tuner car scene have picked up on the Focus SVT.
SUSPENSION ASSEMBLY CONTINUED

- **Interior Bucket**: FLAT DARK GRAY OR SEMIGLOSS BLACK
- **Reservoir**: SATIN WHITE (PAINT CAP SEMI-GLOSS BLACK)
- **Radiator Tank**: SEMIGLOSS BLACK
- **Air Cleaner**: SEMIGLOSS BLACK
- **Rear Suspension**: SEMIGLOSS BLACK
- **Rear Brakes**: ALUMINUM
- **Radiator**: FLAT BLACK
- **Custom Muffler**: CHROME

**Note:** Muffler choice will decide which rear bumper you will use in Step 6.

ENGINE COMPARTMENT ASSEMBLY

- **Firewall**: BODY COLOR
- **Reservoir**: SATIN WHITE (PAINT CAP SEMI-GLOSS BLACK)
- **Air Cleaner**: SEMIGLOSS BLACK
- **Radiator**: FLAT BLACK
- **Fans**: FLAT BLACK

**Completed Rear Assembly**

**Rear**

- **Lower Arms**: SEMIGLOSS BLACK
- **Coil Springs**: SEMIGLOSS BLACK
**WHEEL ASSEMBLY**

TREAD PATTERN: V FACES TO THE REAR ON ALL FOUR

**DECAL PLACEMENT**

NOTE: INSTEAD OF USING DECALS 8, 9, 10 & 11 USE TURN SIGNAL AMBER OVER SILVER

**Stock Version**

- 10 (Repeat for other side using #11)
- 28
- 12
- 13
- 14
- 9
- 38 or 29

(Do not dip in water; carefully cut decal out and use white glue to attach)
NOTE: INSTEAD OF USING DECALS 8, 9, 10 & 11 USE TURN SIGNAL AMBER OVER SILVER

Tuner Version #1

10 (Repeat for other side using #11)
18 (Repeat for other side using #16)

Optional Sponsor Decals
(May be applied to both sides)

6X-7
(Applied to hood pin decals list)

7

19 (Carbon fiber hood decal may be used with both tuner versions)

Note: Decal will overlap on bottom front section

Slight Curve

Tuner Version #2

38 or 29 (Do not dip in water; carefully cut decal out and use white glue to attach)

10 (Repeat for other side using #11)
21 (Repeat for other side using #22)

Optional Sponsor Decals
(May be applied to both sides)

Paint Wheels Satin Black